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Abstract

One of the practical challenges facing the creation of self-
assembling systems is being able to exploit a limited set of
fixed components and their bonding mechanisms. Staging ad-
dresses this challenge by dividing the self-assembly process
into time intervals, and encodes the construction of a target
structure in the staging algorithm itself and not exclusively
into the design of components. Previous staging strategies do
not consider the interplay between component physical fea-
tures (morphological information). In this work we use mor-
phological information to stage the self-assembly process,
with the benefit of reducing assembly errors and leveraging
bonding mechanism with rotational properties. Four experi-
ments are presented, which use heterogeneous, passive, me-
chanical components that are fabricated using rapid prototyp-
ing. Two orbital shaking environments are used to provide en-
ergy to the components, and to investigate the role of morpho-
logical information with component movement in either two
or three spatial dimensions. The experiments demonstrate,
as proof-of-concept, that staging enables the self-assembly of
more complex morphologies not otherwise possible.

Introduction
Comprehending the principles of self-assembly has been de-
scribed as one of the important aspects to understanding
life (Ingber, 1998). Self-assembly is also considered to be-
ing an enabling technology for the creation of artificial sys-
tems (Pelesko, 2007). Constructing systems with natural
characteristics (e.g. self-assembly, self-repair, and parallel
construction) as a form of emergent engineering requires
an understanding of the interplay between programmabil-
ity/controllability and self-organisation (Doursat, 2008).

One important challenge when creating artificial self-
assembling systems is caused by the use of components
that lack the plasticity of biological cells. Using compo-
nents that cannot differentiate results in self-assembly being
constrained to a limited set of fixed components and their
bonding mechanisms (Demaine et al., 2008). One strategy
to address this challenge is to divide the self-assembly pro-
cess into stages, referred to as staged or hierarchical self-
assembly. Demaine et al. (2008) formalised the method
of staging where components can be added to, or removed
from, an environment at various time intervals.

Demaine et al. (2008) demonstrated the benefits of stag-
ing theoretically using abstract tiles, where staging the self-
assembly process was based on the temporal aspects of con-
ducting laboratory experiments. In contrast, we use physical
components, and propose using morphological information
as the dividing basis to staging the self-assembly process,
inspired by biological development. Here we consider how
physical features in a set of heterogeneous, passive, me-
chanical components can be exploited to reduce potential
assembly errors, leverage rotational bonding mechanisms,
and create structures with symmetrical/assymerical features.
Our staging strategy is consistent with the definition of self-
assembly (Whitesides and Gryzbowski, 2002), as a process
involving components that can be controlled through their
proper design and their environment, and where components
can adjust their relative positions.

Staged self-assembly provides the advantage of encoding
the construction of a target structure in the staging algorithm
itself and not exclusively into the design of the components.
For example, a staging algorithm can be used to reintro-
duce previously used components and bonding mechanisms
at later time intervals, prevent the formation of holes, and
create more complex morphologies that may not be other-
wise possible due to shape conflicts between components.

The following section provides background material to
which our staging strategy is built upon. Next, an overview
of our approach is provided, including a theoretical model
and physical description of the components and environ-
ments used. Four experiments follow that demonstrate the
creation of self-assembled structures, from a set of com-
ponents that are divided into two time intervals based on
their physical features. Components are fabricated using
rapid prototyping, and are placed in one of two orbital shak-
ing environments (on a tray surface or in a jar of fluid).
These two environments are used to demonstrate the role
of morphological information in terms of component move-
ment spatially in two and three dimensions (2D and 3D). We
conclude by summarising how this work provides proof-of-
concept evidence for staging the self-assembly process using
morphological information.



Background
Biological development utilises explicit stages in its provi-
sion of a solution to the construction of multicellular organ-
isms (Wolpert, 1998). The explicit stages in biological de-
velopment are often irreversible, and cannot be repeated at
later stages, such as invagination, gastrulation, and the for-
mation of a body plan. Staged development in nature allows
for the creation of more complex phenotypes, which other-
wise would not be possible (Wolpert, 1998).

A challenge towards the creation of self-assembling sys-
tems is the use of fixed components in contrast to compo-
nents that can differentiate and communicate (e.g. cells in
biological organisms). DNA nanotechnology is one exam-
ple of an application area using fixed components, such as
DNA tiles (using interwoven double-stranded DNA to cre-
ate the body of a tile, and single DNA strands extending
from the edges of a tile’s body; Winfree et al., 1998). The
staged Tile Assembly Model (sTAM) addresses this chal-
lenge by incorporating the temporal aspects of conducting
laboratory experiments, using DNA tiles for example, into
the self-assembly process (Demaine et al., 2008).

The sTAM is an extension to the abstract Tile Assembly
Model (aTAM; Winfree, 1998). The aTAM was developed
to provide a theoretical framework to investigate the assem-
bly of square tiles (based on DNA tiles) in a square lattice
environment. A tile type is defined by the bonding domains
on the North, West, South, and East edges of a tile. At least
one seed tile must be specified to start the self-assembly pro-
cess. Tiles cannot be rotated or reflected. There cannot be
more than one tile type that can be used at an assembly lo-
cation in the growing structure. Tile types are in infinite
supply, of equal concentration, in the model. All tiles are
added to the same environment, one-pot-mixture. Tiles can
only bond together if the interactions between them meet or
exceed the temperature parameter. As a result, temperature
dictates co-operative bonding. The seed tile is first placed in
the environment, and additional tiles are added one at a time
if the bonding constraints are satisfied.

The sTAM extends the aTAM by dividing the self-
assembly process into time intervals. Components can be
added to, or removed from, as set of environments, mirror-
ing the laboratory operations of adding/filtering DNA-based
components to solutions that can be mixed together. The
sTAM has been used to investigate the algorithmic construc-
tion of structures, such as a fully connected n×n square (n ∈
N). The construction of a square is problematic, as assem-
bling tiles must be coordinated to prevent the occurrence of
holes. The sTAM has shown an algorithmic efficiency with
minimal tile sets and bonding mechanisms (not requiring co-
operative bonding, at temperature one) in the construction of
such structures. This efficiency is due to staging, and is an
advantage over the aTAM itself that relies on co-operative
bonding (Rothemund and Winfree, 2000), or other exten-
sions to the aTAM that use either changes in temperature
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Figure 1: Three-level approach to self-assembly design.

(Kao and Schweller, 2006) or by varying the concentration
of tiles (Adleman et al., 2001; Doty, 2009).

Situated development is another method investigating
staged construction, where artificial evolution was used to
evolve the assembly plan of a structure (Rieffel and Pol-
lack, 2005). Based on rapid prototyping, assembly plans
were evolved using permanent and temporary components
which were “dropped” in an environment. Temporary com-
ponents act as scaffolding and can be removed (representing
how support material can be removed in rapid prototyping).

In contrast to Demaine et al. (2008) and Rieffel and Pol-
lack (2005), physical examples of staged self-assembly in-
clude Wu et al. (2002) where templates were used to self-
assemble spherical beads into substructures with specific
patterns (e.g. linear, triangular, and hexagonal shapes). As
well, He et al. (2008) used three-point start motif tiles to
self-assemble tetrahedrons, dodecahedrons, and buckyballs
by controlling the motif length and concentration of tiles in
a two-step process. Despite this work, there is little (if any)
literature that describes the use of morphological informa-
tion to stage the self-assembly process.

Staging and the Three-Level Approach
The three-level approach provides a high-level description
to designing self-assembling systems via physically encoded
information (Bhalla et al., 2010). The three levels include:
(1) definition of rule set, (2) virtual execution of rule set, and
(3) physical realisation of rule set (Fig. 1). Here we extend
the three-level approach to incorporate our staging strategy.
At level one, a new self-assembly rule is introduced to spec-
ify which components are present at a particular time inter-
val. To accommodate this new rule, an extension to a self-
assembly model based on the aTAM is provided at level two.
Finally, physical features of components that are exploited in
our staging experiments is described at level three.

Level One: Definition of Rule Set
A system is described by three categories of self-assembly
rules, component, environment, and system, which are in the
context of component movement spatially in 2D or 3D.

Component rules specify shape and information. Concep-
tually similar to DNA tiles, components are either squares
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Figure 2: 3D component spatial relationship, and an exam-
ple of information orientation on a 3D component’s face.

(2D) or cubes (3D). Each edge/face of a component serves
as an information location (Fig. 2), in either a four-point
(Top-Left-Bottom-Right) or six-point arrangement (Top-
Left-Bottom-Right-Front-Back). Information is represented
by a capital letter (A to H for 2D components, and I to T
for 3D components). A subscript (1 to 4) is used with each
capital letter (e.g. N4) to indicate orientation on a 3D com-
ponent’s face. The dash symbol (−) represents a neutral site
(where no assembly information is present). The spatial re-
lationship of a component’s information defines its type.

Environment rules specify environmental conditions such
as temperature (φ) and boundary constraints. An assembly
protocol must at least meet the temperature for assembly
bonds to occur. The boundary confines components to the
environment. Components are permitted to translate and ro-
tate in 2D and 3D systems. In addition, components have
rotational information and can be reflected in 3D systems.

System rules specify component type frequency in each
time interval (ψ), and two interaction rules (fits and breaks).
Time intervals indicate when components are added to a sin-
gle environment (e.g. ψ0; using a subscript 0 to n, where n
∈ N and 0 indicates the start of the self-assembly process).
If two complementary pieces of information come into con-
tact, (e.g. A fits B), it will cause them to assemble. This rule
type is commutative (e.g. if A fits B, then B fits A). Further-
more, fits rules encapsulate component-to-component rota-
tional interactions in 3D systems. A subscript (360, 180,
and 90) is used to represent if the faces of complementary
3D components can fit together in four, two, or in one way
respectively (e.g. M fits180 N). If two assembled pieces of
information experience a temperature of two (φ2), then their
assembly breaks. The system rules in conjunction with their
physical counterparts is provided at the end of this section,
Level Three: Physical Realisation of Rule Set.

Level Two: Virtual Execution of Rule Set
At level two, a self-assembly rule set is mapped to an ab-
stract tile model for computational efficient evaluation, and
is used to determine if physical evaluation of a self-assembly
rule set is applicable at level three. We extend the concurrent
Tile Assembly Model (cTAM; Bhalla et al., 2010) to incor-
porate staging. In contrast to the aTAM, the cTAM is better
suited to the type of self-assembling systems used here by al-
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Figure 3: 2DscTAM example, and 2D assembly violations.

lowing multiple substructures to self-assemble concurrently,
not using seed tiles, permitting more than one tile type to
be used at an assembly location, and requiring all tiles to
be in the same one-pot-mixture environment. The extended
cTAM is referred to as the 2D and 3D staged concurrent Tile
Assembly Model (2DscTAM and 3DscTAM). Components
are permitted to translate and rotate in both the 2DscTAM
and the 3DscTAM, but only be reflected in the 3DscTAM.

The input into the 2DscTAM and the 3DscTAM is the
number of time intervals, and the multiset of components
in each interval (type and frequency). At the start of each
time interval, the components corresponding to the current
time interval are added to the environment (Fig. 3). A sin-
gle assembly operation is applied during a time interval, ini-
tialised by selecting a single tile/substructure with an open
assembly location at random. If no other tile/substructure
has an open complementary information location, then the
location on the first tile/substructure is labelled unmatch-
able. If there are tiles/substructures with open complemen-
tary information locations, all those tiles/substructures are
put in an assembly candidate list. From the assembly can-
didate list, tiles/substructures are selected at random until a
tile/substructure can be added. If no such tile/substructure
can be added, due to an assembly violation (Fig. 3), then
the location is labelled unmatchable. If a tile/substructure
can be added, the open assembly locations on the two
tiles/substructres are updated and labelled match (all appli-
cable assembly locations, including their rotational proper-
ties in the 3D case, must match when adding two substruc-
tures). This process repeats until all assembly locations are
set to either match or unmatchable. At the end of a time in-
terval, the resulting structures are placed in a single grid en-
vironment to determine if boundary violations occur. Before
starting the next time interval, all unmatchable information
locations are reset. The algorithm repeats, and halts when
all time intervals have been completed in sequence.

An added constraint to the 3DscTAM is that substructures
(with three or more components) cannot assemble together.
This constraint represents observations in preliminary phys-
ical experiments conducted by the authors.

Level Three: Physical Realisation of Rule Set
Components are physically realised using rapid prototyping,
at level three. Both 2D and 3D components are defined by
their design space (set of physically feasible designs, Fig. 4
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Figure 4: 2D component specification (construction units in
mm), and 2D interaction rules (where red/zero and blue/one
represent magnetic south and north respectively, and ’→’
transition, ’+’ assembly, and ’;’ disassembly).

and 5). The design space is a combination of a shape and
an assembly protocol space. For both 2D and 3D compo-
nents, a key-lock-neutral concept defines the shape space.
A linear 3-magnetic-bit and a planar 5-magnetic-bit encod-
ing scheme define the assembly protocol space for 2D and
3D components respectively. Magnets are placed within the
edges or faces of 2D and 3D components respectively, and
are not flush with a component’s surface. The result of an
air gap allows for adjustable component interactions and se-
lective bonding (Whitesides and Gryzbowski, 2002). Al-
though Miyashita et al. (2009) investigated how component
shape and magnetic bonding affects the self-assembly pro-
cess, they did not consider this morphological information
in the context of staged self-assembly.

Here, lock-to-lock interactions can never occur due to
their shape. This shape characteristic is influential in assign-
ing 3-magnetic-bit and 5-magnetic-bit encodings to keys and
locks. One magnet is placed in each position associated with
a key, and two magnets are placed in each position associ-
ated with a lock. Strong bonding is ensured for key-to-lock
interactions, and weak bonding between key-to-key inter-
actions. The potential occurrence of weak bonding can be
reduced with an appropriate physical temperature setting.

The four pairs of complimentary 3-magnetic-bit encod-
ings can be optimally assigned to keys and locks to reduce
assembly errors, as any key-to-lock error is at worst a one
out of three match. Since this is not above a 50% match,
bonding will not occur. Whereas the six pairs of unique
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Figure 5: 3D component specification (construction units in
mm), and 3D interaction rules (where red/zero and blue/one
represent magnetic south and north respectively, and ’→’
transition, ’+’ assembly, and ’;’ disassembly).

complimentary pairs of 5-magnetic-bit encodings (account-
ing for planar rotation of a component’s face) cannot be opti-
mally assigned to keys and locks to reduce assembly errors.
In this case, optimal assignment is considered with respect to
which encodings are included to construct a target structure.
It should be noted that these six encodings encapsulate rota-
tional information for 3D component-to-component interac-
tions, where two pairs encapsulate 360◦, one pair encapsu-
lates 180◦, and three pairs encapsulate 90◦ rotational inter-
actions. The 90◦ encodings have the potential for self-errors
between complementary pairs, i.e. a three out of five match.
A physical temperature to break three out of five matches,
while maintaining five out of five matches, is strived for.

Orbital shakers form the environments for both 2D and 3D
components. 2D components are placed on the surface of a
tray, and a lid is used to prevent component reflections. 3D
components are placed in a jar of mineral oil, to allow com-
ponents to move freely in 3D space, and prevent oxidation
affecting the magnets. The designs for both environments
result from earlier experiments conducted by the authors.
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Figure 6: Four target structures for the experiments.

Experiments and Results
We present four experiments that were conducted to test our
approach to staging the self-assembly process using mor-
phological information. The purpose of these experiments is
to demonstrate, as proof-of-concept, that staging can enable
the self-assembly of closed target structures not otherwise
possible. Closed refers to structures with defined boundaries
(Whitesides and Gryzbowski, 2002). A target structure was
assigned to each experiment (one 2D and three 3D experi-
ments, Fig. 6). Here, the self-assembly process is staged (di-
vided) into two time intervals, where components are only
added to a one-pot-mixture environment. Component phys-
ical features, such as key and lock shapes and magnetic-bit
patterns, are morphological information.

The independent variable is the use of two time intervals.
The dependent variable is the resulting self-assembled struc-
tures. Enough components are supplied to create one 2D
target structure and two 3D structures (due to boundary con-
straints of the environment). Ten trials are run for each ex-
periment. A virtual trial (level two) is evaluated to being
successful if all the potential number of target structures are
achieved. A physical trial (level three) is evaluated to being
successful if at least one target structure is achieved. The
staging strategies and level one rules were designed by the
authors. 2D and 3D experimental procedures and results are
provided in terms of the three-level approach.

Two-Dimensional System
The staging strategy for creating the 2D 3×3 square target
structure is to construct the centre and edges of the square
in the first time interval, and construct the corners of the
square in the second time interval (Fig. 7). In the first time
interval, potential errors between the edge components can
be reduced by appropriate selection of 3-magnetic-bit codes
and the use of lock shapes to assemble to the centre compo-
nent. The morphology of the substructure after the first time
interval has corner features that can reduce assembly errors
with the use of corner components that use only lock as-
sembly shapes. The neutral edges of the corner components
effectively block a corner component from assembling to the
substructure in an improper orientation (Fig.7).

2D Level One Definition of Rule Set for Experiment
Fig.7 provides the component rules. The control group rep-
resents components that were not divided into time intervals

Staged Component SetTarget
Structure

!0 {1 x (D,D,D,D), 4 x (B,-,B,C)}
!1 {4 x (-,A,A,-)}I

!0 !1

Error Prevention

Figure 7: Staging strategy for target structure I, and error
prevention due to shape and proper 3-magnetic-bit pattern
selection (e.g. avoid magnetic repulsion configuration).

(non-staged). The experimental group used the same com-
ponents, but divides them into two time intervals (staged).
Interaction rules from Fig. 4 were applicable to both groups.

2D Level Two Experimental Setup The components
from Fig.7 were mapped to an abstract representation for
the 2DscTAM. Each component’s shape was a unit square.
The size of the environment was 10×10 units (as a repre-
sentation of width×depth, and the ratio between component
and environment size). A different random seed was used to
initialise the 2DscTAM for each trial.

2D Level Two Experimental Results The staged compo-
nents successfully created one target structure in each of the
ten trials. None of the non-staged components were able to
create one target structure. The unsuccessful non-sategd tri-
als either resulted in a set of substructures (due to edge and
corner components assembling in incorrect orientations), or
the creation of a 3×3 open square. The results at level two
were analysed using Fisher’s Exact Test (one sided) for bi-
nary data (Cox and Snell, 1989). The results are statistically
significant with a p-value of 0.

2D Level Three Experimental Setup A level three trans-
lation was preformed for both the staged and non-staged
components (to observe the physical results of non-staged
components). Components were mapped following Fig.7.

An Eden 333 Polyjet rapid prototyping machine was
used to fabricate the components from Vero Grey
resin. Neodymium (NdFeB) disc magnets (1/16”×1/32”,
diameter×radius; grade N50) were inserted into the com-
ponents. Blue/red paint (north/south) marked the magnets.

The environment size was mapped in accordance with the
base component’s size, to specify the dimensions of the cir-
cular tray environment. The tray was fabricated using a Di-
mensions Elite rapid prototyping machine, using ABS plas-



tic (sparse-fill option was used to create a rough surface tex-
ture). The outer radius of the tray is 135 mm and the inner
radius is 125 mm, while the outer wall height is 9 mm and
the inner wall height is 6 mm. The tray was mounted to a
Maxi Mix II Vortex Mixer (using a tray mounting bracket,
also fabricated using the Dimensions printer). A tray lid was
cut using a Trotec Speedy 300 Laser Engraver laser cutting
machine, using 2 mm clear acrylic sheet. The tray lid was se-
cured to the tray using polycarbonate screws and wing nuts.

Each physical trial followed seven steps (Bhalla et al.,
2010). (1) Set the speed control on the Maxi Mix II Vortex
mixer to 1,050 rpm. This speed created an appropriate shak-
ing level (environment temperature) to maintain fits rules,
and to mostly break partially matched magnetic codes. (2)
Secure the mixer to a table, using a 3” c-clamp and six hex
nuts (to help secure the c-clamp to the back of the mixer).
(3) Randomly place components on the surface of the tray
(trying to ensure that complementary bonding sites on the
components are not in-line with each other). (4) Secure the
tray lid. (5) Run the mixer for 20 minutes for a non-staged
trial, or for two 10 minute intervals for a staged trial. (6)
Turn the mixer off. (7) Record the state of the system, ob-
serving: the number of target structures created, the number
of matching errors (between conflicting physical informa-
tion, where no fits rule is applicable), and the number of
assembly errors (partial attachment between corresponding
physical information, where a fits rule is applicable).

2D Level Three Experimental Results The level-three
results are provided in Fig. 8, with an example of the end of
each time interval of a successful trial. For both component
groups, no matching and assembly errors were observed in
the ten trials. Only partial structures were observed, and no
open 3×3 squares, were observed at the conclusion of the
non-staged trials. Using Fisher’s Exact Test, this experiment
is statistically significant at the 0.01 level (i.e. there is a 99%
certainty the results are not due to chance).

Three-Dimensional Systems
The three 3D target structures have a three component com-
mon core structure, and vary in the number of periphery
components (increasing from two, three, and four). The
core structure requires two specialised 90◦ bonds, whereas
the perimeter components only require general 360◦ bonds.
As observed by the authors in preliminary 3D experiments,
substructures consisting of at least three components are not
able to assemble together. Given that the likelihood of gen-
eral 360◦ bonds occurring is more likely than specialised
90◦ bonds, the staging strategy for creating the three 3D tar-
get structures is to construct the core substructure in the first
time interval, and construct the periphery substructures in
the second time interval (Fig. 9). The first time interval
leverages the specialised component rotational information.
Lock shapes for the 360◦ bonds are used as part of the mor-

UnsuccessfulSuccessfulGroupTarget Structure

37staged
I

100non-staged

Target Structure I - !0 Target Structure I - !1

Figure 8: Successful target structure I example trial, and the
number of successful/unsuccesful 2D trials.

phology of the components in the first time interval, to re-
duce potential matching errors between specialised and gen-
eral bonds. Furthermore, the resulting morphologies of the
resulting core substructures at the end of the second time
interval consist only of neutral and lock shapes, preventing
assembly between the core substructures.

3D Level One Definition of Rule Set for Experiments
The component rules for the 3D experiments is provided in
Fig. 9. Control groups and experimental groups represent
non-staged and staged (using two time intervals) component
sets respectively. The environment temperature was one.
The interaction rules from Fig. 5 applied to both groups.

3D Level Two Experimental Setup The components
from Fig. 9 were mapped to an abstract representation for
the 3DscTAM. A component’s base shape was a unit cube.
The size of the environment was 4×4×4 units (represent-
ing width×depth×height, and the ratio between component
and environment size). A different random seed was used to
initialise the 3DscTAM for each trial.

3D Level Two Experimental Results The staged compo-
nents, for each experiment, successfully created two target
structures in each of the ten trials. Whereas, the non-sategd
components were not able to create a target structure. As ex-
pected, the unsuccessful non-sateged components resulted in
substructures consisting of three components (favouring as-
semblies with 360◦ bonds) or two components. The results
at level two are statistically significant with a p-value of 0
using Fisher’s Exact Test for binary data.

3D Level Three Experimental Setup As with the 2D ex-
periment, a level-three translation was performed for both
staged and non-staged components (to observe the physi-
cal results of non-staged components). Components were



Staged Component SetTarget
Structure

!0 {2 x (-,-,O3,-,O1,-), 4 x (-,I1,-,-,P1,-)}
!1 {4 x (J1,-,-,-,-,-)}II

!0 {2 x (-,Q1,-,Q1,K1,-), 4 x (-,-,-,K1,R1,-)}
!1 {6 x (L1,-,-,-,-,-)}III

!0 {2 x (T1,-,T4,-,-,-), 4 x (-,-,I1,I1,S1,-)}
!1 {8 x (J1,-,-,-,-,-)}IV

!0 !1

Figure 9: Staging strategy for target structure III (applicable
to target structures II and IV).

mapped following Fig. 9, and were fabricated using a sim-
ilar procedure as the 2D components (with the addition of
colour paints to represent rotational information, Fig. 5).

500 mL clear glass, wide-mouth jars with rubber lined
lids were used to contain components (91 mm×95 mm;
diameter×height). A Trotec Speedy 300 Laser Engraver was
used to construct the parts, using 3 mm acrylic sheet, for the
jar rack. The rack was assembled using adhesive, screws,
and hex nuts. The jar rack was placed on a New Brunswick
Scientific Excella E1 Platform Shaker. 325 mL of Rogier
Pharma light mineral oil was measured using a graduated
cylinder, and poured into the jars (one for each experiment).

Each physical trial followed six steps. (1) Place three jars
of mineral oil on the jar rack. (2) Randomly place the com-
ponents for each experiment into the appropriate jar. (3) Se-
cure the jar lids. (4) Turn the shaker on by setting the speed
to 32.5 rpm. (5) Run the shaker for 40 minutes for a non-
staged trial, or for two 20 minute intervals for a staged trial.
(6) Record the state of each system, observing: the number
of target structures created, the number of matching errors,
the number of assembly erros, and the number of rotation
errors (between complementary components).

3D Level Three Experimental Results The 3D level-
three results are provided in Fig. 10, along with examples
of the end of each time interval of a successful staged trial.
For each experiment, no matching and assembly errors were
observed in the ten trials. Rotational errors were observed
in each staged experiment (Fig. 11). Using Fisher’s Exact
Test, the first two 3D experiments are statistically significant
at the 0.05 level and the third experiment was statistically
significant at the 0.50 level (i.e. there is a 95% and 50% cer-

UnsuccessfulSuccessfulGroupTarget Structure

64staged
II

100non-staged

55staged
III

100non-staged

91staged
IV

100non-staged

Target Structure IV - !0 Target Structure IV - !1

Target Structure III - !1Target Structure III - !0

Target Structure II - !0 Target Structure II - !1

Figure 10: Successful target structure II, III, and IV example
trials, and the number of successful/unsuccesful 3D trials.

tainty the results are not due to chance). Even though one
successful staged trial was observed with the third 3D ex-
periment, we do not consider the result statistically relevant.

Discussion Four experiments were conducted to demon-
strate our morphological information based staging strategy.
At level two, all of the staged components sets were able
to achieve their respective target structures, whereas none
of the non-staged components were able to. All the staged
component sets, except for the third 3D experiment, were
able to successfully construct their respective target struc-
tures at a statistically significant level (with 99% and 95%
confidence for the 2D and 3D experiments), at level three.

One physical target structure was achieved in the third 3D
experiment, and we observed in the trials a layering effect of
components/substructures that inhibited the self-assembly
of this target structure (IV). As future work, we look to
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Figure 11: Rotational errors at the end of each 3D trial (tar-
get structures II blue, III red, and IV green).

build neutrally buoyant components to address this issue.
We are also investigating the use of higher-order magnetic-
bit codes, additional magnetic-bit patterns, and new methods
for creating a more suitable physical environment tempera-
ture to prevent the occurrence of rotational errors.

An implication of staging is on the self-repairing proper-
ties of a system. Although we observed the 2D 3×3 square
being able to self-repair, this was only within the second
stage. Further research into features that allow for, and the
understanding of the limits to, self-repair between specific
stages is required to continue to further develop our ap-
proach. For example, although salamanders undergo devel-
opment through unique stages, they can regrow lost limbs
by repeating earlier developmental stages (Wolpert, 1998).

Nevertheless, we envision our staging strategy being ap-
plicable to a variety of applications relying on fixed compo-
nents, such as the design of nano and microscale structures,
circuit design, and DNA computing using self-assembly.
Moreover, we envision our staging strategy as an approach
to improve the ability of artificial evolution for the creation
of more complex physical self-assembling systems.

Conclusions
Staging is an essential part of biological development. In
this work we presented a novel approach to staging the self-
assembly process using morphological information. This
work involved creating two new staged self-assembly ana-
lytical tools, the 2DscTAM and the 3DscTAM. Furthermore,
this work showed how the interplay between component
morphological information (shape and magnetic patterns)
can be used to reduce assembly errors and leverage rota-
tional properties by using staging. We presented four proof-
of-concept experiments to demonstrate that our staging strat-
egy is a viable method for enabling the self-assembly of
more complex morphologies not otherwise possible.
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